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VINCOR COMPLETES 52-HOUR OSHPD APPROVED POWER OUTAGE AT THE
OCCUPIED RIVERSIDE COUNTY REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, MORENO VALLEY, CA
(Brea, CA) – Vincor Construction, Inc. (Vincor) performed as the prime contractor for the removal and
replacement of the main hospital switchgear with new 480Y/277V 3-Phase 4-Wire service and all
necessary connections to the pad-mounted transformer. Old conductors from the existing leaky conduits,
which run below the switchgear, were pulled and new conductors were installed in new conduit traveling
overhead of the switchgear and entering the new switchgear from above.
With the main facilities in the building remaining occupied and
operational during construction, Vincor provided five (5)
temporary diesel generators to supply continuous power while
the existing switchgear was taken offline. We implemented
stringent measures to ensure that the health and safety of the
patients, staff and visitors was maintained at all times.
For managing power outages and other serious events, there are
no second chances in mission-critical environments, therefore
work was incisively coordinated over several weeks with the
Riverside County Regional Medical Center, Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development, our key
subcontractor Champion Electric, Inspector of Records, Riverside County Economic Development Agency,
Southern California Edison, RASC Engineering LLP, and GKK Architects to develop the most efficient
Methods of Procedure and ensure the on-going operations of the medical center were uninterrupted.
Unique to this utility coordination effort, and prior to shutdown, two (2) trauma patients were rushed into
the Emergency Room delaying the utility shutdown until the patients could be adequately stabilized.
Vincor mitigated the scheduling conflicts and completed this high profile utility shutdown ahead of
schedule, with no trauma diversion, and with ZERO safety incidents.
About Vincor Construction, Inc.
Since our inception, Vincor has successfully completed hundreds of construction projects in support of
Federal/State/Local Governments, Municipalities, Healthcare, Higher Learning, and Private Industries.
As a full service general contractor, we have demonstrated the ability to be an integral part of the
Owner/Architect/Contractor team on some of the most complex and challenging building programs ever
undertaken. Our superb reputation is built on integrity and our strong commitment to excellence in the
workplace. As an SBA 8(a) Certified, Minority-Owned, Small Disadvantaged Business, Vincor is organized
into client-focused divisions, each with its own multi-disciplined team of quality subcontractors, engineers,
planners, and technical support personnel.
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